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Businesses to 'count success' accurately with Cashmaster One launch

Mar 23, 2016  EPoS Systems  Comments (0)

Cashmaster International has expanded its range of count-by-weight products with the launch of
Cashmaster One.

As with all offerings in the wider Cashmaster International range, Cashmaster One delivers a count-rate six times faster than
manual counting alone. With three Cashmaster One models being made available, functionality is tailored to all sizes of
businesses ranging from Cashmaster One pro for sole traders; Cashmaster One plus for small/medium enterprises and
Cashmaster One max for large organisations.

All Cashmaster One products offer key benefits to businesses seeking efficiency, accuracy, interactivity and a fully customizable
and bespoke solution tailored to all environments
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touch screens with colour display and intuitive, easy-to-use 'icon' menu: developed with the trusted Cashmaster accuracy
and engineering, a robust full colour capacitive-touch display, and intuitive icon-based user interface ensures users can quickly
count cash takings and/or prepare floats

compact, lightweight and quiet: knowing customer working space is at a premium, the Cashmaster One range is extremely
space efficient. All three products have the same compact footprint, around 5% smaller than Cashmaster's smallest product to
date, making it easy to carry out till-reconciliations in the smallest of spaces

more connectivity: all three products in the Cashmaster One range can be wifi or Bluetooth enabled and come with USB ports
as standard

no fuss printing: the Cashmaster Printer One has been designed to integrate seamlessly with any of the three products in the
Cashmaster One range. It fits into the base of the Cashmaster One product itself – so takes up no more space. With intelligent
auto-start, and no additional configuration required, it will automatically offer a variety of print options including high quality
graphics.

Gordon McKie, CEO of Cashmaster International, commented: "The entire Cashmaster range, which has now been expanded
by the launch of Cashmaster One, is built on a central principle - businesses operate in highly competitive marketplaces where
accuracy and efficiency really matter to the bottom line. Counting a till by weight can transform how you run your business.
Using count-by-weight products allows organisations to count a till in less than a minute – reducing loss and shrinkage and
allowing operators to spend more time focusing on customers.

"Not only is Cashmaster One intuitive for users, its connectivity options allow for complex cash reconciliation processes.
Accuracy and accountability matter whether you have one outlet or hundreds feeding into a global infrastructure."
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